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ABSTRACT
Within the framework of the German research project AGTurbo the influence of slot flows associated with cooling configurations were investigated experimentally. One interesting result
of this work was the severe enhancement of the horse shoe vortex by the coolant dependent on the slot’s position and the ejected
mass. Based on these results, further promising film cooling configurations with slot ejection were investigated numerically. Setting up the numerical studies was a challenging task since a very
detailed model of the slot, the supply cavity, and the supply tubes
had to be generated. Tests proved that smallest deviations against
the experiment resulted in completely different flow structures.
Nevertheless, the secondary flow structure as well as the aerodynamic parameters could be modeled excellently. According
to the velocity field in front of a plane turbine cascade, higher
wall pressure arises upstream of the leading edge region of the
blades while the pressure drops to a minimum in the center of
the passage. To avoid excessive ejection of coolant in the low
pressure region the reduction of the local slot area is an appropriate method to decrease the slot mass flow in this particular area.
An iterative method is introduced considering the desired mass
flow rate and the prevailing total pressure in order to calculate the
slot area and to avoid reverse flow. The variation of the film cooling effectiveness indicates a very uniform distribution of cooling
air behind the slot which persists within the passage.

INTRODUCTION
The improvement of the overall efficiency is a major goal
within the development of modern gas turbines. In actual aero
engines the gas temperature in high pressure turbines exceeds
the melting point of the blade material by several hundreds of degrees (see Haselbach and Schiffer [1]). To reduce the demand of
coolant along the sidewall of a high pressure nozzle guide vane,
the complex flow structure of different, interacting secondary
flows and vortices have to be taken into account. Previous investigations of cooling configurations with slot flow as well as in
combination with cooling hole schemes have shown some major principles how to influence the secondary flow field on the
one hand as well as the possibility to increase the efficiency of
available cooling air on the other hand (see Nicklas [2], Kost and
Nicklas [3], Giess and Mullaert [4]). Most authors agree in the
fact that to reduce the secondary flow structure the two main vortices, horse shoe and passage vortex, have to be damped. The
horse shoe vortex can be weakened by reducing the thickness
of the inlet boundary layer. In contrast, the passage vortex is
mainly driven by a cross flow generated by the imbalance of the
pressure gradient dominated by the mainflow and the reduced
centrifugal forces due to the deceleration in the boundary layer
of the side wall. The induced cross flow rolls up into the passage
vortex when it hits the suction side of the blade. Most attempts
1
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to damp the passage vortex comprise reducing (or shifting) the
pressure gradient in such a way that the rolling up of the cross
flow appears further downstream of the blade passage. Such an
adjustment of the pressure gradient is mainly done by the 3D
contouring of the passage/sidewall. Additionally, the passage
vortex can be reduced by increasing the total pressure near the
sidewall at the inlet. Because of the strength of the mentioned
vortices a complex vortex system can be induced whereby the
so-called corner vortices in the intersection of blade and sidewall
increase dramatically the local heat flux.
The influence of the described phenomena on the distribution of discharged coolant as well as the prevailing heat fluxes is
outstanding. The reason given is that the vortices introduce an
additional, local velocity component resulting in higher heat flux
values. In addition, the vortices often scrape the coolant away
from the wall; this can be seen best along the separation lines of
both arms of the horse shoe vortex. Especially the leading edge
region and the intersection of the pressure side of the blade and
2

the side wall are difficult to be provided with cooling air.
The present study numerically examines several film cooling
configurations with slot ejection which were intensively investigated experimentally by Gieß and Mullaert [4]. The work was
carried out with the help of the computational fluid dynamics
solver TRACE (Turbomachinery Research Aerodynamics Computational Environment) developed at the Institute of Propulsion
Technology of the German Aerospace Center. Furthermore, the
effect of a sinusoidally contoured slot inspired by Knost and
Thole [5] is investigated.
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN FILM COOLING
In the context of the German research project AG-TURBO
Plattformkühlung I and II the influence of slot flows in combination with different cooling hole layouts were investigated (cf.
Kost and Nicklas [3], Nicklas [2] and Gieß and Mullaert [4]).
During these projects the necessary demand of cooling air could
be reduced significantly. One interesting aspect of this research
was the possibility to increase the strength of the horseshoe vortex as a result of the slot flow (cf. Kost and Nicklas [3], Nicklas [2]). Latter occurred due to the fact that the slot was positioned near the saddle point of the horseshoe vortex. Increasing
this vortex resulted in a higher dissipation rate of the slot coolant
within the passage and could be reduced by an upstream shifting
of the slot position (cf. Gieß and Mullaert [4]).
Colban et al. [6, 7] presented thermal and flow field measurements in the turbine vane passage for a combustor exit flow.
Their results indicate that coolant leaving a slot upstream of the
vane needs to have a sufficient momentum to prevent hot gas ingestion. Furthermore, they spotted that a large portion of the slot
flow was heading towards the suction side of the vane, thereby
providing most of the cooling in this region.
The results of the experimental investigations performed by
Knost and Thole [5] showed that a large region in the center of
the inlet that was overcooled. Additionally, they underlined the
fact that film cooling momentum flux ratios have a significant
impact on cooling performance. The higher momentum flux associated with higher mass flows allowed the coolant to penetrate
hard-to-cool areas at the leading edge and along the pressure side
intersection of blade and sidewall.
The computational studies presented by Knost and Thole [8]
show the effect of coolant injected from a two-dimensional slot
and endwall film cooling. The resulting effectiveness from slot
cooling solely showed a pattern that is quite non-uniform along
the endwall with most of the coolant being swept toward the suction side of the vane. The pressure side vane-endwall juncture
was hardly cooled.
In the study of Cardwell et al. [9] the focus was put on the
effects of thermal expansion and contraction for the combustorturbine interface. Increasing the mass flow rate for the slot leakage between the combustor and turbine showed increased local
adiabatic effectiveness levels while increasing the momentum
Copyright c 2012 by ASME

flux ratio for the slot leakage resulted in a higher coverage area
for the cooling. With the mass flow kept constant, decreasing
the slot width caused an increase in uniformity of coolant leaving the slot, particularly across the pressure side endwall surface.
Increasing the width had the opposite effect.
Lynch and Thole [10] provided measurements of adiabatic
cooling effectiveness and heat transfer coefficients on the endwall with leakage flow ejected from a two-dimensional upstream
slot. The film cooling effectiveness levels in the passage were
lower for the slot position farther upstream since the coolant had
more distance to interact with the mainstream flow and was thus
dissipated. For a fixed slot width, increasing the slot mass flow
resulted in slightly increased heat transfer coefficients, but also
higher adiabatic cooling effectiveness. Decreasing the slot width
while maintaining a constant slot mass flow results in larger areas
covered by coolant and as a result increased local effectiveness
levels. Moreover, heat transfer coefficients from the half width
slot were lower than those from the nominal slot.
A three-dimensional slot with a sinusoidally contoured
downstream edge was investigated computationally by Knost et
al. [11] to evaluate effects on endwall cooling. Moving the slot
centerline upstream facilitated more uniform coolant injection as
the pressure variation across the endwall was reduced. Simultaneously the cooling levels are degraded within the passage as the
leakage flow had more time to mix with the hot core flow. Slot
coolant coverage area was not significantly impacted. With increasing waveform amplitude the coolant flow was restricted at
the narrow portions of the slot. Adjusting the waveform phase
across the vane pitch shifted coolant injection location and altered coverage area both upstream and within the passage. Finally, expanding and contracting the average slot width altered
the coolant coverage area. The higher momentum leakage flow
emerging from the narrower slot penetrated closer to the vane
leading edge and exhibited broader coverage area in the upstream
portion of the passage.

tion chamber and the first turbine stage stator. During the experiments the cooling air is directed via cylindrical tubes to a plenum
chamber before it enters the cascade. The slot is inclined by 45o
relative to the cascades endwall. A schematic section through the
cooling geometry is given in Figure 3.

FIGURE 1: Cascade geometry and some characteristic values

Grid Generation
The grid was generated using G3DMESH, an in-house preprocessing tool of the Institute of Propulsion Technology of the
German Aerospace Center. The grid of the investigated cascade
area is composed of several blocks, whereas these blocks either
belong to the blade cascade or to the leakage apparatus.
Cascade: To resolve the boundary layer of the blade a
thin O-grid is wrapped around the blade. Latter can be build
consisting of orthogonal grid cells. In the vicinity of the trailing
edge O-grids are the best compromise in terms of boundary layer
as well as wake resolution and orthogonality. For the incoming
flow field and the first part of the passage H-type blocks are used
while the rear part of the passage is adopted by a so called Gtype block. The passage itself is constructed by means of a Ctype block which is wrapped around the mentioned O-grid. The
particular block dimensions and the number of grid points can be
found in Table 1.
In order to capture the strong gradients occurring orthogonal
to the wall especially inside the boundary layer y+ values in the
range from 0.17 to 0.3 were realized. The stretching ratio of the
cells orthogonal to the wall does not exceed a value of 1.2 (see
Figure 2). Further refinement showed no significant influence on
the flow and temperature field.
Cooling slot: The inlet block consists of three individual blocks: the region downstream of the slot reaching towards
the actual passage grid, the part of the inlet where the slot is
connected to and the actual inlet block upstream of the slot (see
Figure 3). The slot and the walls of the plenum chamber share
the same wall distance as used at the cascade inlet.
Contoured slot: The grid generation and the number of
grid points used for the contoured slot were chosen according to

NUMERICAL SETUP
Investigated Geometry: The investigations described
in this paper were performed using a first stage transonic stator cascade originally designed by MTU Aero Engines, Munich,
Germany (in particular for transonic flow conditions) and was
extensively investigated at DLR in the course of the German
research project AG-TURBO; see for example Kost and Nicklas [3], Nicklas [2], and Gieß and Mullaert [4]. The chosen cascade geometry and notation for the experiments as well as the numerical investigations are shown in Figure 1. Originally, the film
cooling configuration consisted of a slot in front of the cascade
in combination with different elaborate cooling hole layouts. Regarding the complexity necessary to reproduce the experimental
boundary conditions used by the authors above it was decided to
reduce complexity and to put the focus on the influence of the
slot injection only. The slot represents the gap between combus3
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Boundary Conditions
The inlet and exit conditions are chosen identical to the experiments and are given in Table 2. The Reynolds numbers are
based on chord length and velocity magnitude.

TABLE 1: Number of grid points for the cascade

Block

Type

Axial

Pitchwise

Spanwise

Inner boundary layer

O

211

35

151

Outer boundary layer

C

195

7

151

Front passage

H

63

27

151

Rear passage

G

53

26

151

Total pressure

Wake

H

27

29

151

Total temperature

296 K

Inlet

H

169

45

151

Isentropic Mach number

0.175

1.00

Exit

H

27

55

151

Velocity magnitude

59 m/s

311.6 m/s

Reynolds number

230 000

850 000

TABLE 2: Inlet and exit conditions

Inlet
100 kPa

Design mass flow
Turbulence intensity

Exit

0.33 kg/s
1%

The static pressure at the outlet is approximated using the critical
pressure ratio:
 γ

γ + 1 1−γ
p2 = p0
.
(2)
2
The resulting mass flow fits the experiments very well.
At the blade and the endwall a non-slip condition is applied.
The pitchwise boundaries are assumed to be periodic. The inlet
profiles for the Mach number, the total pressure and the turbulence intensity have been taken from the measurements by Kost
and Nicklas [3]. Since no experimental data concerning the turbulent length scale is available, it is approximated using the freestream condition where
the length scale can be calculated ac√
cording to lT = c/ Re with c as the characteristic length (chord
length). The corresponding eddy viscosity is calculated using the
following relationship:
r
√
k
3 νT
lT =
=
·
.
(3)
ω
2 u · Tu

FIGURE 2: Block decomposition of the cascade grid with high-

lighted periodic boundaries.

Assuming the resulting eddy viscosity to be constant in spanwise
direction, a profile for the turbulent length scale can be deduced.
This profile delivered a good agreement with the flow features
in the experiments, such as the saddle point location. Using another or even a constant profile lead to bigger deviations from the
experiments.

FIGURE 3: Mesh for the straight slot and the attached plenum

chamber (Low Reynolds resolution for all walls)
Solver Settings
The steady Reynolds-Favre-averaged Navier-Stokes equations equipped with the k − ω−turbulence model by Wilcox and
the transition model by Menter et al. [12] are solved. The residual was decreased by at least 6 orders of magnitude after 10,000
iterations. However, in order to ensure a converged temperature

the straight slot meshing. The contouring was set on the downstream edge of the slot and applying the following formula, with
phase shift φ and minimum slot width (∆xs0 − as ).
 y

∆xs (y) = as cos 2π + φ + ∆xs0
(1)
t
4
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field, in total 20,000 iterations were performed. The spatial discretization is done applying the second order Fromm scheme using the van Albada limiter with an entropy fix of 0.0001. The
resulting nonlinear equation system is solved using an implicit
predictor corrector scheme. The CFL number for the implicit
corrector scheme is increased during the first 100 iterations from
1 to 30.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For all configurations distributions of film cooling effectiveness and relative heat transfer coefficient are shown at the endwall. Furthermore, line plots of pitchwise averaged values are
given. To visualize the complex flow structures near the endwall,
streamwise vorticity is examined in planes perpendicular to the
endwall (see Figure 11 for the position of these planes). For the
sake of legibility latter plots can be found in the appendix.

FIGURE 5: Isentropic Mach number along the blade at midspan.

Blue: Suction side, red: pressure side

Reference Configuration: To ensure the correct adaptation of the experiments, the aero- and thermodynamics were
investigated at first without cooling to match the data given by
Gieß and Mullaert [4]. The received pressure distribution along
the endwall as well as at blade midspan fits the experimental data
very closely (see Figures 4 and 5).

FIGURE 6: Mach number and turbulence intensity at x/lax = 1.1

and z/h = 0.08. (Gieß and Mullaert [4])
increase in intensity across the shock is smaller. Furthermore,
the turbulent kinetic energy decays faster in contrast to reality,
because of the small turbulent length scale. The small peak in
the experimental results at y/t = −1.1 is founded by a small gap
which was placed there during the experiments to simulate an engine like mounting of hub segments with attached blades. This
gap has not been modeled for the numerical investigations and
therefore the profile of turbulence intensity is flat at this location.
Some dominant flow features of the secondary flows can be
identified in the oilflow picture (see Figure 7): First the crossflow
driven by the pressure difference within the cascade and second
the the saddle point in front of the leading edge indicated by the
accumulation of white color. As can be seen in Figure 7 the
location of the saddle point as well as the wall streamlines are in
good agreement between the experiment and the numerics.
In both the experiments and the numerical investigations the
direction of the temperature gradient to the wall is inverted. The
measurement technique is based on a precisely known (constant)
heat flux at the surface and the measured wall temperature distribution. We chose a heat flux of 35 000 W/m2 correspondingly to
Nicklas [2]. Endwall heat transfer is mainly defined by the temperature difference between wall and mainstream, the state and
thickness of the endwall boundary layer and of course the 3D
flow structure. Upstream of the separation lines of the horseshoe

FIGURE 4: Isentropic Mach number at the endwall (Left: Nu-

meric; Right: Experiment)
Furthermore, Mach number and turbulence intensity have
been measured along a line at x/lax = 1.1 and z/h = 0.08. The
computed Mach numbers are in good agreement to the experiments (see Figure 6), whereat the wake is predicted too broad.
This is due to the fact that the wake grid is as coarse as possible
to ensure convergence in steady-state simulations and therefore
the accuracy in this region is not as high as in the remaining grid.
Please note, that the experimental turbulence intensities include
only the streamwise component, whereas the numerical results
comprise all fluctuations. Even though the turbulence intensities
show a similar trend, they are smaller by a factor of two (see Figure 6). This can be explained by the observation that in nature
the transverse velocity fluctuations are more amplified across a
shock, while the streamwise fluctuations are hardly affected (cf.
Lee et al. [13]). Due to the assumption of isotropic turbulence the
5
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vortex and main passage vortex the incoming boundary layer is
typically thick and turbulent resulting in wedge shaped regions
of lowered heat transfer. In contrast, the heat transfer is much
higher downstream of the lift-off line, because of the established
new and thin boundary layer. Looking at the reference picture
of the heat transfer (see Figure 8), the mentioned distribution
can be found reflecting the influence of both legs of the horse
shoe vortex. Another area of elevated heat transfer can be identified around the trailing edge of the blades; the typical reason for
this is the local acceleration in combination with corner vortices.
Since the original heat transfer experiments had some problems
in the area of the intersection of blade and sidewall, the presented
heat transfer distribution is taken from new experiments where
the area of the cooling holes is ignored and thus covered up by
blue color. The heat transfer distribution of the different slot
configurations will be given relatively to the simulated reference
configuration.

Mullaert [4]. The cascade and cooling slot configuration is illustrated in Figure 1. Compared to Nicklas [2], the distance between the cooling slot and the cascade entrance was increased to
ds /lax = 0.33; this was done to avoid a position of the cooling
slot next to the saddle point of the horse shoe vortex. The investigated mass flow ratio used in this study was cm = 0.59% according to the experiments. The coolant parameter cm is the ratio
of coolant in relation to the design mass flow per blade channel.
Compared to the formerly performed measurements by Kost and
Nicklas [3], where the axial position of the slot was nearly exact
at the position of the saddle point, the increased distance shows
less influence of the endwall pressure distribution. The resulting
coolant mass flow exits the slot more uniformly and is additionally more evenly distributed. The disadvantage of the increased
running length is a bigger amount of cooling air dissipated into
the flow channel. Measurements for this configuration have additionally shown that the vorticity and turbulence fields are weaker
than for the Kost and Nicklas [3] configuration. As usual for slot
configurations, the coolant is mainly distributed in the area of the
flow channel because of the wall pressure distribution; it remains
in the boundary layer up to the separation lines of the horseshoe
vortex where the cooling air is scraped away from the endwall
(see Figure 9).

FIGURE 7: Streamlines at the endwall vs. oilflow visualization

FIGURE 9: Film cooling effectiveness η for ds /lax = 0.33

The described configuration shows a complex sheet of additional vortices above the horseshoe vortex (see Appendix Figure
18, plane 1) in relation to the reference configuration (see Appendix Figure 17, plane 1) where only the two branches of the
horseshoe vortex can be identified. As can be seen from Figure 18, the suction side arm of the horse shoe vortex is weakened by the coolant whereby the pressure side vortex structure is
more segmented than the baseline case. It seems that the devel-

FIGURE 8: Absolute heat transfer coefficient at the endwall

Straight Slot
The numerical investigations for this configuration were performed accordingly to the experiments conducted by Gieß and
6
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 1
γ
ṁ
the following equation for the
and ρρ0 = pp0
with v = (A·ρ)
particular slot areas As can be received.
v
u
(γ−1)·R·T0s
ṁs u
2γ
u
As = 1/γ u 
(5)
2
2(γ−1)
γ−1
γ−1
ps t
γ
γ
γ
1
1
p0s − 2 ps
− 4 ps
The resulting slot contour is sinusoidal as a result of the wall
pressure distribution in pitchwise direction because of the periodicity of the plane cascade and is presented in Figure 11 alongside
with the pressure distribution on the endwall. The contoured slot
is projected into the cavity. The geometric and physical boundary
conditions of the investigated slot configurations are summarized
in Table 3.

FIGURE 10: Relative heat transfer coefficient for ds /lax = 0.33

oped system of counterrotating vortices withdraws energy from
the main vortex system. As for all of the experimentally investigated configurations, the heat transfer is increased inbetween
the separation lines. This may be the result of the shifted pressure side arm of the horse shoe vortex. Both the distributions
of film cooling effectiveness η and relative heat transfer coefficient reveal the position of the separation lines of both arms of
the horseshoe vortex (see Figures 9 and 10); they compare very
well with the experimental results of Gieß and Mullaert [4].
Contoured Slot
For a further reduction of cooling air without the need of
a complex cooling hole scheme – required to protect the critical areas of the side wall – the idea arose to optimize the local
discharge of coolant alongside the cooling slot by a modulation
of the slot width. According to the velocity field in front of a
plane turbine cascade, higher wall pressure arise in front of the
leading edge of the blades whereas the pressure is lowered in the
center of the passage by reason of the higher flow velocities. To
avoid the excessive ejection of coolant in the regions of lower
static pressures, the local slot area is reduced. In order to provide
an appropriate formulation for the slot design, a measured pressure distribution in combination with an iterative approach was
chosen to calculate the necessary, local slot width. Starting with
the total mass flow of coolant, the slot is divided into equidistant
segments. Using the resulting, identical mass flows for each segment together with a given total pressure to avoid any backflow
into the slot, the particular area of the segments can easily be calculated. Applying the gas-dynamic formulation for the outflow
of a pressurized vessel:


  γ−1
γ
2γ
p
p
0

v2 +
− 1 = 0
(4)
γ − 1 ρ0
p0

FIGURE 11: Contoured slot and measurement planes used to

generate the slices of the streamwise vorticity.
TABLE 3: Investigated slot configurations
∆xs0/lax

as/lax

φ

ṁc/ṁ

ρc/ρ

ρc uc/ρu

Slot # 1

0.0475

0.0

0.0

0.0059

1.099

0.715

Slot # 2

0.0349

0.025

0.33

0.0059

1.108

0.951

Slot # 3

0.0161

0.0125

0.33

0.0059

1.12

1.908

Slot amplitude as /lax = 0.025: The resulting distribution of the film cooling effectiveness shows an improved uniformity of the distribution of cooling air shortly behind the slot. The
increased amount of coolant available in front of the blades enables a better cooling of the leading edge region. The coolant
also reaches the intersections between blade and endwall which
otherwise remain unprotected (see Figure 12). The averaged
level of the film cooling effectiveness has a similar slope compared to the straight slot configuration (see Figure 14a), however,
7
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the separation lines of the horse shoe vortex is strongly enhanced.
Typically the lowered heat transfer in front of the separation lines
is a result of the thickening of the boundary layer. The flow in
this region is re-energized by means of the coolant resulting in a
much thinner boundary layer but higher wall shear stresses. The
elevated heat transfer at the rear suction side of the blade indicates a displacement of the shock in the downstream direction
(see Figure 14b). Another feature of this configuration is a slight
shift of the separation line of the horse shoe vortex resulting in a
small line of lowered heat transfer starting at the leading edge.

FIGURE 12: Film cooling effectiveness η for the contoured slot

with slot amplitude as /lax = 0.025
(a) Film cooling effectiveness η.

(b) Relative heat transfer coefficient.

FIGURE 14: Pitchwise averaged film cooling effectiveness and

relative heat transfer coefficient.
Slot amplitude as /lax = 0.0125: Since the blowing ratio has a strong impact on the ability of the coolant to remain
in the boundary layer, investigations were conducted where the
amplitude of the slot and the average slot width were halved. As
a result, the coolant can now easily pass through the separation
lines of the main vortex system (see Appendix Figure 20) which
leads to a much better coolant distribution in the rear part of the
passage (see Figures 14a and 15). Another astonishing feature is
the capability of the slot flow to cool the intersection of the leading edge pressure side in the region of the leading edge. On the
contrary, the heat transfer behind the slot and between the separation lines is further increased (see Figures 14b and 16). However,
this effect is compensated by the better distribution of coolant.
FIGURE 13: Relative heat transfer coefficient for the contoured

slot with slot amplitude as /lax = 0.025

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
Since leakage bypass flow is already emerging from the
slot at the combustor-turbine junction there is a double benefit
to use this purge flow also for film cooling reasons at the endwall. While conventional slot layouts have constant width, in
the present work the rear edge of the slot is contoured taking the
local pressure distribution at the endwall into account. Starting
from a basic straight slot cooling design investigated by Gieß and
Mullaert [4], an improved slot design is investigated taking into
account the local wall pressures along the slot height. Two different slot contours are discussed with constant mass flux ratio

the levels are approximately 20% higher. Nevertheless, a complex counter rotating vortex system is established (see Appendix
Figure 19). This interacting vortex system seems to weaken itself which may be the reason for the damped transport of coolant
out of the boundary layer by means of the horse shoe vortex.
Apparently, some coolant is trapped by the corner vortices and
remains in that region; this can be seen in Figure 12. The more
uniform distribution of coolant alongside the slot height is also
identifiable in the distribution of the heat transfer in Figure 13. In
contrast to the reference distribution the heat transfer upstream of
8
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FIGURE 15: Film cooling effectiveness η for the contoured slot

with amplitude as /lax = 0.0125

FIGURE 16: Relative heat transfer coefficient for the contoured

slot with amplitude as /lax = 0.0125
but different resulting momentum flux ratios. The coolant could
successfully be driven into hard-to-cool areas. These include the
leading edge region and the juncture of the pressure side of the
blade and the endwall. Hence, the slot leakage was used in a
more efficient manner, which allowed to reduce the number of
cooling holes within the passage and around the leading edge
and thus for less complex cooling hole layouts. These results
compare qualitatively very well to the conclusions of Knost et
al. [11]. Further variations of slot position and slot width amplitude could lead to an even more efficient leakage distribution.
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Appendix A: Streamwise Vorticity

FIGURE 17: Streamwise vorticity without coolant ejection

FIGURE 19: Streamwise vorticity for aS /lax = 0.025

(Suction side: left, pressure side: right)

(Suction side: left, pressure side: right)

FIGURE 20: Streamwise vorticity for aS /lax = 0.0125

FIGURE 18: Streamwise vorticity for the straight slot

(Suction side: left, pressure side: right)

(Suction side: left, pressure side: right)
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